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Following the increase in assaults and incitement directed against
journalists during 2020, the Union of Journalists in Israel (UJI) has
developed a special tool to follow and monitor events that involved
assaults on journalists carrying out their work. By verification and
analysis of the data it will be possible, for the first time, to identify
trends concerning these assaults, that occur all too often in times of
civil and political unrest. 2021 was replete with physical assaults on
journalists as well as wild rhetoric on the web and social media. Several
of the journalists and media outlets were the direct targets of
disparaging remarks on behalf of elected officials on their social media
accounts, and some of these, directly or not, lead to physical assaults
and concrete threats. UJI operates a landing page for updated data
presenting all assaults on journalists reported to UJI. These assaults
are sorted by the union according to different classifications, allowing
and encouraging the public to report on cases of violence against
journalists. All reports are uploaded to the site only after verification of
the facts from different sources. The Israeli site was inspired by similar
sites constructed by the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), and the
European Centre for Press and Media Freedom (ECPMF).
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Numerous events of violence
against journalists were
documented during the past
year. Often, one can trace the
start of a wave of violence
against journalist, to remarks
made by politicians and
elected officials in social
media. During a period when
citizens fear for their safety
and economic security, social
media exacerbates the
violent, divisive discourse.
Inciting remarks have often
been documented against
media outlets, news
organizations and individual
journalists, including
publishing names, photos and
social media accounts.
Journalists have suffered
assaults due to their reporting
and commentary on events.
Of a total of 48 assaults, 20
cases occurred in May 2021. 

 

Law enforcement agencies were responsible for a
significant number of cases of violence against
journalists. There are three main arenas where
journalists are the victims of security forces that
do not distinguish between journalists and
offenders:
1. In volatile events in East Jerusalem, mostly
around the Temple Mount and in Sheikh Jarrah,
where photographers have become the target for
attacks by police officers. In extreme cases,
reporters and photographers were documented
being arrested despite showing press credentials.
2. During heated demonstrations throughout
Israel, reflecting social and political unrest.
3. In the West Bank, during confrontations
between settlers and Palestinians, IDF soldiers
often assault journalists. In these cases, physical
violence is used to remove journalists from the
area, based on the false assumption that
journalistic work must be limited during security
related events. Assaults by law enforcement
agencies constitute 41% of all attacks on journalists
in the past year. During 2021, the political
instability and numerous election campaigns, led
to a heated discourse online, in social media and in
the streets.

Representatives of UJI accompanied
journalists who submitted to the
police complaints as to threats and
incitement against them in social
media. Furthermore, journalists
submitted complaints to the
Department of Internal Police
Investigations (Machash) in cases of
assaults by policemen while
covering events as part of their
work. Some of these complaints
received a minimal response (a one-
month restraining order for a
Twitter user who threatened a
female journalist), other complaints
were closed due to lack of public
interest, while some other
complaints led to various actions.
During the past year there were
only two cases in which
perpetrators were arrested and
indicted. The treatment of these
case did not cause the deterrent
effect that might have led to a
decrease in assaults against
journalists. 
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https://www.itonaim.org.il/assault/
https://cpj.org/data/
https://www.mappingmediafreedom.org/


Weekly demonstrations
take place in East
Jerusalem’s Sheikh
Jarrah neighborhood,

due to the constant
tension between Jews
and Arabs, often leading
to confrontations.

Mahmoud Illean, an AP
photographer reporting
the events, was
assaulted by Border
Guard officers. Mr. Illean
was evacuated in an
ambulance, required
medical treatment and
needed several days to
recuperate from the
assault. AP submitted an
official protest to the
Israeli police.

 

Following the formation of
new government, the May 2021

Israel–Palestine Crisis
(Operation Guardian of the
Walls) and the tension in the
Palestinian Authority and
Jerusalem, a wave of violence
between Arabs and Jews
erupted in Israel. Encouraged
by politicians, several web-

groups emerged, calling for
assaults against journalists
and the media. A crew working
for the israeli Kan11 channel
was attacked while reporting
in a Tel Aviv neighborhood.

Two 30-year-olds physically
assaulted the crew, slamming
a helmet on the head of the
cameraman resulting in a
broken tooth and a leg injury.
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The Mayor of Akko, Shimon Lankri,
verbally attacked ‘Makor Rishon’

reporter, Yair Kraus, a resident of
Akko. In an taped interview to local
outlet “Akkonet,” Lankri said that
Kraus doesn’t understand his
profession and that there is no place
in Akko for such a reporter. Kraus,

employed by a media outlet not
supported by the local municipality,

reported on tensions between
different populations in the city, in a
manner that was not compatible with
Mr. Lankri’s political agenda.

Referring to Kraus, Lankri quoted an
inflammatory verse from Isiah usually
used to describe traitors: “your
destroyers and those who made you
waste shall go forth from you”. The
Journalists Union sent a strongly-

worded letter to the mayor
demanding he recant his fierce words.

 

UJI attempts to respond to all forms of attacks against
journalists. UJI contacts any journalist attacked in order to
clarify what actually happened (including cross checking with
other eyewitnesses). Furthermore, UJI offers assistance to all
journalists experiencing violence. UJI believes that law
enforcement agencies are authorized to seriously examine all
cases of violence against journalists, and have the duty and
means try to prevent such attacks when possible, as well as
punishing the perpetrators, and those guilty of threats and
incitement – in order to protect journalists and cause
deterrence. UJI works on the assumption that journalists serve
the public interest and the right of the public to be informed,

and therefore must be granted adequate protection. UJI has
established close contacts with law enforcement agencies –

police, IDF and the judicial system – in order to offer all
necessary assistance to these journalists. As part of these
contacts, UJI holds constant meetings and has initiated a
working channel with all relevant parties.

 



The escalating violence aimed at journalists should be seen in the
wider context. Journalism under threat cannot be free journalism.

Further assaults and threats can breed threatened, intimidated
journalists. Intimidated journalists can choose to avoid
controversial, sensitive or volatile issues. For journalists to carry
out their work without fear or partiality, they must be free and
independent. Journalists serve the public interest and the right of
the public to be informed. If incitement against journalists on
social media continues – coming from elected officials or ordinary
citizens – and if this incitement leads to further physical violence,

the public interest will be seriously damaged. Law enforcement
agencies – IDF and police – must internalize: journalists are not
the enemy that must be removed from the scene, photography in
the public realm is not prohibited and documentation of
demonstrations is an important part of journalistic work.
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The Minister of Internal Security must hold a meeting on the issue with police chiefs,

with the participation of UJI representatives, in order to discuss necessary steps to
eradicate violence against journalists. 

The State Attorney must stress procedures as to indicting individuals who attack
journalists, according to State Attorney directive 9.9. 

Police must act strongly to bring to justice those responsible for each and every case
of journalists attacked during their work, starting with allocating the necessary
resources for such investigations, through a thorough examination of the events,

locating suspects and issuing indictments. 

Law enforcement agencies (IDF and police) must act to promote implementation of
procedures for officers in the potential flashpoints with journalists on the ground. 

The Department of Internal Police Investigations (Machash) must formulate a special
procedure for dealing with complaints filed against policemen suspected of violence
towards journalists.

Due to the many assaults on journalists in different arenas, UJI demands the
implementation of the following operative steps to eradicate violence against journalists:

https://bit.ly/3K03s9g
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This map presents the location of attacks on journalists throughout the last
year. Attacks carried out in a certain area, were adjoined to one larger spot,
relative to the number of attacks. The map does not present cases of
incitement by public figures or on the web and social media. The interactive
map can be accessed here.

 

The annual report on assaults on journalist is based on data collected and
verified by a UJI team, together with reports of some journalists as to their
experiences in the past year. The report was prepared by Shai Amir with the
help of Anat Saragusti and Shira Amran. The full data on which this report is
based can be found here. The data is presented by the Simpler system,

developed by Yaron Shemesh.

 

https://www.itonaim.org.il/assault/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10UmrxWZj4xywfmn0ghsZgHM2gat-0yiZtc24lTWFazI/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.simpler.app/

